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Abstract: Near-real-time precipitation retrieval plays an important role in the study of the evolution-
ary process of precipitation and the prevention of disasters caused by heavy precipitation. Compared
with ground-based precipitation observations, the infrared precipitation estimations from geosta-
tionary satellites have great advantages in terms of geographical coverage and temporal resolution.
However, precipitation retrieved from multispectral infrared data still faces challenges in terms of
accuracy, especially in extreme cases. In this paper, we propose a new paradigm for satellite multi-
spectral infrared data retrieval of precipitation and construct a new model called PrecipGradeNet.
This model uses FY-4A L1 FDI data as the input, IMERG precipitation data as the training target, and
improves the precipitation retrieval accuracy by grading the precipitation intensity through Res-UNet,
a semantic segmentation network. To evaluate the precipitation retrieval of the model, we compare
the retrieval results with the FY-4A L2 QPE operational product to the IMERG precipitation. IMERG is
considered as the ground truth. We evaluate the precipitation retrieval from the precipitation fall area
identification, the precipitation intensity interval discrimination, and the precipitation quantification.
Experimental results show that PrecipGradeNet has better overall performance compared with the
FY-4A QPE product in precipitation fall area identification with POD increased by 48% and CSI and
HSS improved by 21% and 14%. PrecipGradeNet also has better performance in light precipitation
with POD increased by 114% and CSI and HSS improved by 64% and 52%, and better overall precipi-
tation quantification, with RMSE and CC improved by 16% and 15%. In addition, PrecipGradeNet
avoids the overall bias in the low and extreme high precipitation cases. Therefore, the new paradigm
proposed in this paper has the potential to improve the retrieval accuracy of satellite precipitation
estimation products. This study suggests that the application of semantic segmentation methods may
provide a new path to correct the intensity bias of the satellite-based precipitation products.

Keywords: geostationary satellite; FY-4A satellite; multispectral infrared imagery; quantitative
precipitation estimation; semantic segmentation; Res-UNet

1. Introduction

The Asian monsoon is one of the most important components of the global climate
system [1]. It plays an important role in the climate system, coupling energy and water
cycles [2,3]. Precipitation data derived from ground-based observations were widely
used in early studies of interdecadal, interannual, and daily variability of precipitation in
the Asian monsoon zone [3–6]. Although ground-based rain gauges and ground-based
weather radar are capable of measuring precipitation with high temporal and spatial
resolution [5], they have a major drawback for spatial coverage that is unable to cover
large lakes, oceans, and mountainous areas, and also less populated areas such as Africa,
Antarctica, etc. Moreover, various observation errors can also have a large impact on data
applications. Evaporation, splash and wind effects can lead to less precipitation observed
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by rain gauges when conventional rain gauges collect precipitation. Meanwhile, radar
must cope with beam blockage in mountainous areas, anomalous propagation errors, and
imprecise backscattering in relation to rainfall rates [7,8]. The observation range of satellite
PMW (passive microwave) data is not affected by ground conditions, which makes satellites
an important source of supplementary data for the observation of precipitation and largely
fills the problem of insufficient ground-based observation coverage [7–9].

However, due to the wavelength limitations of microwaves, PMW sensors are currently
only carried on polar-orbiting meteorological satellites. This results in the spatial and
temporal sampling limitations of PMW precipitation products, and the same sensor has
only two observations per day for the same area at low and mid latitudes [10]. Optical
instruments of the geosynchronous orbit satellites can achieve continuous observation
of the same location and have higher spatial resolution than microwave observation [11].
Furthermore, the quantitative precipitation products retrieved from them also have a high
temporal and spatial resolution. However, the infrared channel can only indirectly derive
the ground precipitation intensity from the cloud-top brightness temperature observations,
so the accuracy of the precipitation retrieval is limited [12–14]. Compared to infrared
sensors, PMW sensors can detect the underlying surface of precipitation more effectively
through clouds [7]. Several techniques have been developed to combine the microwave
and infrared information to estimate the precipitation, taking advantage of the accuracy of
microwave estimation and the low error of infrared sampling [12,15].

Traditional methods of combining microwave and infrared data generally include
morphing PMW precipitation data using the motion trends of infrared images [10] and
using thresholds to classify different situations of microwaves calibrating the infrared
precipitation [14]. However, the use of deformation suffers from a problematic response
speed for rapid changes in precipitation [16], and the traditional threshold method for
strong precipitation retrieval suffers from the problem of conservative estimation due to
the high tendency of target precipitation rate towards light precipitation [14]. Due to the
excellent fitting of various types of nonlinear relations by machine learning (ML) methods,
ML methods such as support vector machines [17], random forests [15,18,19], and deep
learning (DL) [20–24] have been successfully applied in precipitation-retrieval studies.

It is noted in this article that previous studies of precipitation retrieval methods have
been based almost entirely on the paradigm of first determining precipitation areas and
then regressing the areas determined to contain precipitation. However, due to the high
tendency of precipitation samples towards light precipitation and the differences in the
infrared (IR) characteristics of different precipitation intensity and precipitation types, it is
often difficult to guarantee the accuracy of retrieval methods for both light and heavy pre-
cipitation, grouping all precipitation into one category. There are frequent cases of overall
underestimation of precipitation under very heavy precipitation [10,19,25] or overflow of
discrimination in areas of heavy precipitation [14,15] as well as misdetection [26] or overall
overestimation [27] of light precipitation.

To improve the deficiency of retrieval accuracy under extreme precipitation conditions,
especially under extreme heavy precipitation due to the infrared retrieval precipitation
method that groups all precipitation into one category, we constructed a new research
method and a new model called PrecipGradeNet. First, the precipitation intensity intervals
were graded using infrared features obtained from FY-4A L1 FDI and PMW precipitation
data, and then the precipitation was regressed by combining the infrared features with
the precipitation intensity intervals. This method improves the retrieval capability to
deal with extreme cases by classifying precipitation of different intensities into different
classes for separately retrieving. Using this approach, PrecipGradeNet can reduce the
influence of the accuracy of precipitation retrieval on the difference of precipitation charac-
teristics of different intensities and the uneven number of precipitation image elements of
different intensities.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the data used in PrecipGradeNet
training, including infrared and microwave data. We describe the scheme design of the
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retrieval method and the detailed steps of the experiments in Section 3 and then describe
the process of model training and the validation results in Section 4. Section 5 gives the
evaluation of the retrieval of PrecipGradeNet for the applied dataset and the performance
of the application in two typical individual cases. In Section 6, we give conclusions on the
experimental and applied results and discuss the possibilities of future development of
the method.

2. Data
2.1. Interesting Geographical Regions

The geographic area studied in this paper was 20◦N–33◦N, 100◦E–125◦E, as Figure 1
shows, which covers the tropical monsoon and subtropical monsoon regions of southeast
China and the offshore regions of China, generating large amounts of precipitation in
summer, which has a large impact on local life.
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Figure 1. The elevation map of the geographic area studied in this paper.

2.2. FY-4 L1 FDI Data

The Fengyun-4 series of meteorological satellites is the second generation of China’s
geostationary meteorological satellites, and FY-4A is the first satellite in the series, launched
in 2016 and located over the equator at 104.7◦E. One of the main payloads carried by
the satellite is the multi-channel scanning imaging radiometer AGRI (Advanced Geosyn-
chronous Radiation Imager), which has more bands and higher imaging quality than the
visible infrared scanning radiometer (VISSR) carried by the Fengyun-2 series satellites [28].
Table 1 lists the wavelengths, resolutions, and main observation targets of AGRI’s different
channels. AGRI makes a complete observation of the full disk in 15 min [29]. Channels 9–13
of AGRI contain water vapor and cloud-top brightness temperature information, which
have a strong correlation with precipitation, and previous studies have also shown that the
cloud-top brightness temperature of convective precipitation clouds is generally low [11,30].
Therefore, we used the infrared information of channels 9–13 to construct the relationship
between infrared data and precipitation intensity for precipitation retrieval.
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Table 1. FY-4A AGRI spectral band and main detection objects.

Channel
Number

Channel
Type

Band
Wavelength
Range/µm

Spatial
Resolution/km

Detection
Objects

Channels Used in
This Article

1
Visible &

Near-Infrared

0.45–0.49 1 Small particle aerosol
2 0.55–0.75 0.5–1 Fog, Cloud
3 0.75–0.90 1 Vegetation

4
Short-Wave Infrared

1.36–1.39 2 Cirrus
5 1.58–1.64 2 Cloud, Snow
6 2.1–2.35 2–4 Cirrus, Aerosol

7
Mid-Wave Infrared

3.5–4.0 (High) 2 Fire
8 3.5–4.0 (Low) 4 Land surface

9 Water Vapor 5.8–6.7 4 High Water Vapor
√

10 6.9–7.3 4 Middle Water Vapor
√

11

Long-Wave Infrared

8.0–9.0 4 Total Water Vapor
√

12 10.3–11.3 4 Clouds, surface
temperature

√

13 11.5–12.5 4 Clouds, total
water vapor

√

14 13.2–13.8 4 Cloud, water vapor

2.3. Precipitation Products

The target precipitation data used in this study was sourced from the Integrated
Multi-satellite Retrievals for Global Precipitation Measurement (IMERG) product, a Level 3
precipitation product of the NASA/JAXA GPM (Global Precipitation Measurement) [8]. It
includes mainly HQprecipitation, which merges passive microwave data, IRprecipitation,
which combines IR and microwave, and precipitationCal, which uses ground-based rain-
gauge calibrations. In this study, we used HQprecipitation, which contains only high-
quality passive microwave data in IMERG, in order to ensure the accuracy of precipitation
data. IMERG precipitation data is a merged product based on PMW data from multiple
satellites, which obtains a higher temporal resolution than individual satellites by merging
PMW images from different satellites. As of 2021, the product has used PMW data from
11 satellites [7,8]. Previous studies have shown that IMERG products perform better than
other satellite precipitation datasets such as TRMM Multi-satellite Precipitation Analysis
(TMPA) 3B42/3B42RT [31]. IMERG provides three versions of precipitation product, named
Early, Late, and Final. The Early product is generated in real time using microwave data
merging and has a delay of about 4 h in release from the real-time data, the Late product has
a larger delay of about 14 h due to the inclusion of both forward and backward estimation,
and the Final product is calibrated with the rain gauge and has a delay of several months.
The final product has the highest accuracy, but there is a large time delay. The Late product
is initially corrected, but is less effective than the Early product in some cases of sparse
precipitation [32]. HQprecipitation data in the Early product has the lowest time delay and
certain accuracy in precipitation retrieval compared to IR precipitation data, which can meet
the real-time and accuracy requirements of the application. Therefore, this paper adopts
the Early product as the target for training and treats it as the true value of precipitation
on the ground. The IMERG product has a temporal resolution of 30 min, the observation
time of each image element is accurate to the minute, and the spatial resolution is 0.1◦,
distributed on an equal latitude and longitude grid.

The FY-4A infrared precipitation estimation operational product (QPE) is chosen to
compare with PrecipGradeNet to see if PrecipGradeNet has superiority over the operational
products. QPE is a secondary operational product of the FY-4A satellite, obtained by
retrieving brightness temperature data observed by the infrared channel of AGRI using a
probability density matching method [33]. The 15-min FY-4A L2 QPE product has the same
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temporal and spatial resolution as the FY-4A L1 FDI [34]. Since the FY-4A L2 QPE product
is also obtained from the FY-4A L1 FDI IR data, it can be used as a suitable comparison
product for PrecipGradeNet.

3. Methodology
3.1. Method Procedure

Figure 2 shows the flowchart of the method. It consists of two parts. The left part
describes the training process of the model, and the right one describes the method of
using the model in the validation and application processes. In the training session, this
paper first establishes the consistency between the infrared observation data and IMERG
products on spatial and temporal scales, and then applies these data to the semantic
segmentation network and regression network training, respectively. In the testing and
application sessions, the predicted precipitation levels and other data are outputted from
the segmentation network and fed into the regression network together with the IR data to
obtain the predicted precipitation results.
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3.2. Method Design

Different precipitation types exhibit large differences in infrared brightness temper-
ature characteristics. For example, convective precipitation has more ice particles in the
upper layer, and the observed cloud-top brightness temperature is obviously low. While
the stratiform precipitation system has a weaker vertical development, it is difficult to esti-
mate the land surface precipitation intensity by infrared cloud-top brightness temperature.
In addition, there are differences in the patterns of different types of precipitation, with
convective precipitation having high precipitation intensity and covering a small area, and
stratiform precipitation having low precipitation intensity and covering a large area [35].
The general precipitation intensity interval classification standard [36] is shown in Table 2,
and the proportional distribution of different precipitation intensity intervals is shown in
Table 3 (This proportion is taken from IMERG precipitation data located in the range of
20◦N–33◦N, 100◦E–125◦E from April 2021–July 2021). As seen in Table 3, for a satellite ob-
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servation image, precipitation elements account for only a small fraction of the images, and
most of the image elements have no precipitation, while light precipitation accounts for the
largest part of the image elements with precipitation, and heavy precipitation accounts for
only a very small part. Kuligowski et al. demonstrated that the results of direct regression
using IR brightness temperature strongly tended to light precipitation, because the target
precipitation distribution highly tended to have lower precipitation rates [12]. To solve this
problem, some studies have used datasets with a higher percentage of heavy precipitation
for training, but the problem of low retrieved precipitation rates still exists [26]. In addition
to the imbalance between the amount of light and heavy precipitation, there is also a
strong non-linear relationship between IR characteristics and precipitation intensity [37]. In
order to solve the problem that light precipitation image elements and heavy precipitation
image elements affect each other in the precipitation retrieval process, we segmented the
precipitation grades of different intensities to allow PrecipGradeNet to process different
precipitation classes of different intensities separately.

Table 2. Precipitation intensity intervals in common use.

Light Rain Moderate Rain Heavy Rain

0–2.5 mm/h 2.5–8 mm/h >8 mm/h

Table 3. Percentage of different precipitation intervals (this proportion is taken from IMERG precipi-
tation data located in the range of 20◦N–33◦N, 100◦E–125◦E from April 2021–July 2021).

No Precipitation Light Rain Moderate Rain Heavy Rain

81.39% 15.97% 2.10% 0.54%

To segment the different intensity precipitation grades, we use a method called se-
mantic segmentation. Semantic segmentation is a DL algorithm capable of separating
different components in an image, and it is suitable to segment precipitation intensity
grades. Through adding weights to different classes in the loss function, it can effectively
deal with the extreme imbalance in the number of samples of different precipitation grades.

After segmenting the different precipitation intensity grades, the quantitative re-
trieval of precipitation data is obtained by regressing the precipitation rates based on
the segmented precipitation intensity grades and maximum-filtered (maxfiltered) grades
combined with their infrared features.

In summary, PrecipGradeNet consists of two networks with different functions, as
shown in Figure 3. The first is a semantic segmentation network that segments the features
of infrared images into different precipitation intensity grades. The second is a regression
network that combines the precipitation intensity grade and other features for quantitative
regression of precipitation rates.
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3.3. PrecipGradeNet Network Structure

PrecipGradeNet consists of two DL networks with UNet-like structure named Res-
UNet. UNet is a DL network based on the encoder–decoder structure, which is widely
used in remote-sensing image processing because of its excellent performance in image
segmentation and extraction of image information [21,24]. Res-UNet is an improved
method of UNet, changing the encoder and decoder of UNet from a convolution layer-
pooling layer structure to residual block (Resblock) in Resnet. Studies have shown that Res-
UNet has better performance and higher accuracy for segmentation of tiny and indistinct
features than traditional UNet [38] and is more suitable for the sparse distribution patterns
of precipitation.

As a preliminary experiment, due to the indirect relationship between IR brightness
temperature and precipitation, there is a large amount of uncertainty in the infrared charac-
teristics of precipitation, and there are limitations in the relationship between IR brightness
temperature and quantitative precipitation established directly using machine learning
methods. For this reason, Res-UNet does not fit the QPE data effectively by IR bright-
ness temperature data directly, but Res-UNet can isolate different precipitation intensity
intervals, which further illustrates the feasibility and necessity of the two-step approach.

As the results of tests on infrared features in the GOES-R ABI precipitation retrieval
experiment by Robert, J. et al. [14] show, the brightness temperature difference between
IR channels is more significantly related to precipitation intensity than the brightness
temperature observations. Therefore, this paper uses a linear combination of eight different
channels of IR brightness temperatures [14] as the characteristic quantities of the network
and modify the bias constant to avoid negative values in the feature generated by FY-4A L1
FDI, as shown in Table 4. According to previous studies, there is a nonlinear relationship
between the precipitation rate and channel 12′s brightness temperature. By adjusting the
threshold, the brightness temperature value can be made closer to 0 but not negative to
make the network more sensitive to the nonlinear relationship between IR characteristics
and precipitation intensity. Because precipitation does not always occur at the location of
the lowest brightness temperature at the cloud top, we also used the regional brightness
temperature minimum in a 5× 5 window (5× 5 minimum) and its linear combination with
the regional brightness temperature mean in a 5 × 5 window (5 × 5 average) as features to
enhance the precipitation characteristics.

Table 4. Infrared brightness temperature characteristics. The number in subscripts refers to the
channel used, Tmin refers to the 5 × 5 minimum of the channel, and Tavg refers to the 5 × 5 average
of the channel.

Input Layer ID Description

1 T9 − 174
2 0.568 * (Tmin(12) − 217) + 25
3 Tavg(12) − Tmin(12) − (L2 * − 25) + 85
4 T10 − T9 + 60
5 T11 − T10 + 60
6 T12 − T10 + 20
7 T11 − T12 + 30
8 T12 − T13 + 20

*: L2 is the calculation result of layer2.

Table 5 lists the division of precipitation intensity grades by the semantic segmentation
network. To improve the precision of the segmentation of the semantic segmentation
network, we have refined the precipitation level of the semantic segmentation network to
10 more refined levels. Since the percentage of light precipitation image elements in the
observed images is much higher than that of strong precipitation, and the distribution of
precipitation intensity is very unbalanced, it is necessary to classify the light precipitation
in a more detailed way than heavy precipitation in the semantic segmentation network, so
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the intensity interval between precipitation grades for light precipitation is smaller than
that for heavy precipitation.

Table 5. Segment network precipitation grade, grade number, and the number of pixels each grade
(number of pixels is obtained from IMERG precipitation data from 4 August 2021 to 7 October 2021).

Precipitation Grade Num 0 1 2 3 4 5

Precipitation Range no data 0 mm/h 0 mm/h–1
mm/h

1 mm/h–2.5
mm/h

2.5 mm/h–5
mm/h

5 mm/h–8
mm/h

Number of Pixels 2,717,195 444,400 110,316 55,350 22,021

Precipitation Grade num 6 7 8 9 10

Precipitation Range 8 mm/h–12
mm/h

12 mm/h–15
mm/h

15 mm/h–20
mm/h

20 mm/h–30
mm/h 30 mm/h+

Number of Pixels 11,561 4023 2850 1757 1470

Figure 4 shows the structure of the Res-UNet as semantic segmentation network in
PrecipGradeNet and the structure of Resblock. The semantic segmentation network is
Res-UNet, an encoder–decoder structured network with cross-layer connections, which
can acquire precipitation features from infrared data at different scales. To extract smaller
precipitation features more accurately, the up-sampling (blue arrow) and down-sampling
(green arrow) of the feature map in Figure 4a are performed using the Resblock, which
consists of two sets of convolutional layers with shortcut stacked together, as shown in
Figure 4b. Figure 4a shows the schematic diagram of Res-Unet: the left part of the figure is
the encoder, while the right part is the decoder. The blue box indicates the feature channels,
the red box indicates the shortcut layer, the yellow box indicates the prediction result,
the width of the box characterizes the number of features, and the height characterizes
the size of the feature map. According to the geographical area selected for the study
in this paper, the size of the input feature image for the semantic segmentation network
part in PrecipGradeNet is 129 × 249 pixels. In the encoder part, the 3 × 3 convolutional
layer (gray arrow) is used to expand the 8 feature channels of external input to 64 features
with the same feature map size, the 1 × 1 convolution (red arrow) is used to halve the
number of features to generate layer shortcut with the same feature map size, and the
Resblock (blue arrow) is used to double the number of features and halve the feature map
size. In the decoder part, convT Resblock (green arrow, replace the convolution layer of
Resblock with the deconvolution layer) is used to change the number of features to 1/4
of the original number and double the size of the feature map. The layer shortcut (purple
arrow) is concatenated with the deconvolved feature map and used as the input of the next
layer of deconvolution Resblock. Finally, the probability output of 11 precipitation grades is
obtained by the 3 × 3 convolution layer, and then the category with the highest probability
for each pixel is obtained by the argmax function to get the final predicted precipitation
grade. It is worth mentioning that Cross Entropy Loss (CEL) is used in the network. Since
the proportion of different precipitation classes in the image varies greatly, the weight of
precipitation classes is added to CEL to balance its influence on the model, and the weight
is inversely proportional to the number of pixels corresponding to the precipitation grades.

After the completion of the semantic segmentation, the semantic segmentation results
are fed into the regression network with the IR features to obtain the QPE. To make the
precipitation rate regression network focus more on the strong precipitation image elements
and balance the influence of a larger number of light precipitation image elements, an addi-
tional layer of 3 × 3 maxfiltered precipitation grades is added to the segmentation results
to improve the influence of strong precipitation. The structure of the regression network
is similar to the semantic segmentation network. However, the input becomes 10 layers
(8 layers of IR features + 1 layer of precipitation level segmentation results + 1 layer of
maximum filter layer). The output becomes 1 layer, which is QPE. The network depth
reduces to 2 layers, and the Loss function is MSEloss.
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4. Experiment

According to the flow chart of method shown in Figure 2, the experimental process
is divided into data pre-processing, dataset construction, construction, deployment, and
training of the two models.

4.1. Data Preprocessing

Before the experiment, it was necessary to pre-process the input data of the model. The
main work was as follows. First, the spatial resolution differences of different data need to
be eliminated. The spatial resolution of the PMW precipitation fusion product IMERG is
0.1◦ × 0.1◦ (about 10 km× 10 km), and the spatial resolution of FY-4A L1 FDI and FY-4A L2
QPE is about 4 km. In order to ensure the consistency of the spatial resolution and to avoid
the inferred values in up-sampling IMERG data from affecting the quality of the data as the
true value, the FDI/QPE data on the 0.1◦ × 0.1◦ grid were weighted by the original image
elements within the grid, and the weight was inversely proportional to the distance to the
interpolation center. Second, it was necessary to eliminate the variability in the observation
time. The observation time of each image element was recorded in the IMERG data to the
minute, and the corresponding image elements were filtered in the IMERG data according
to the 15-min observation period of each FDI/QPE data point in this paper. Finally, the FDI
data were transformed into different infrared features according to Table 4.

As the IMERG data product is already an equal latitude and longitude grid at the
acquisition stage, which requires no spatial projection processing, the IMERG data can be
used after the image element filtered above. The IMERG precipitation grades data and
maxfiltered grades data are obtained using the observation time filtered IMERG data.
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4.2. Dataset Construction

The data collected in this paper include FY-4A L1 FDI data, FY-4A L2 QPE data, and
IMERG Early data.

The datasets for training and validation of PrecipGradeNet were obtained using the
pre-processed FY-4A L1 FDI and IMERG data. The input dataset for semantic segmentation
network in PrecipGradeNet is FY-4A L1 FDI data, and the target is the IMERG precipitation
level. The input dataset for the regression network in PrecipGradeNet is FY-4A L1 FDI data,
IMERG precipitation grades, and maxfiltered IMERG precipitation grades, and the target is
the IMERG precipitation rate. The first 9/10 data of the dataset was used for training of the
network, and the last 1/10 data was used for validation of the network and determining
when to stop the training. The dataset for semantic segmentation network training can be
obtained by intercepting the first 9 layers of data (8 layers of FY-4A L1 FDI data, 1 layer of
IMERG precipitation level) from the dataset for regression network training.

The dataset used for application testing of PrecipGradeNet adds FY-4A L2 QPE data
to the FY-4A L1 FDI and IMERG data as a comparison for application effectiveness.

4.3. Model Construction, Deployment, and Training

The semantic segmentation network and the regression network of PrecipGradeNet
were trained separately using the corresponding datasets until the best results were ob-
tained, and finally, the semantic segmentation network and the regression network were
combined to obtain the complete PrecipGradeNet. The semantic segmentation network
and the regression network both use the SGD optimizer and the cosine annealing algorithm
to adjust the learning rate with an initial learning rate of 1 × 10−5 and a training batch size
of 40. The semantic segmentation network uses Cross Entropy Loss as the loss function
and the regression network uses MSELoss as the loss function.

4.4. Evaluation Metrics

This paper evaluates the retrieval of PrecipGradeNet in three aspects: precipitation
fall area identification, precipitation intensity interval discrimination, and precipitation
quantification accuracy. The classification indexes are used to evaluate the effectiveness
of precipitation fall zone identification and precipitation intensity interval discrimination,
including probability of detection (POD), false alarm rate (FAR), critical success index (CSI),
and Heidke skill score (HSS). The POD reflects the sensitivity of the retrieval method to
precipitation while the FAR represents the probability that the retrieval method misjudges
precipitation, and the HSS and CSI are comprehensive evaluation indicators that consider
both correct and incorrect. The regression indicators are used to evaluate the quantitative
retrieval of precipitation, including root mean square error (RMSE) and Pearson correlation
coefficient (CC), as defined in Table 6.

4.5. Testing Set Validation

After testing with the validation set that is independent of the training set of time, the
results of IMERG compared with PrecipGradeNet output QPE were obtained, as shown in
Figure 5. Figure 5a is the IMERG precipitation data as the training target, and Figure 5b
is the precipitation rate of PrecipGradeNet output. From this Figure, we can see the high
similarity between IMERG precipitation and PrecipGradeNet output precipitation. In
addition, we can find that some small and light precipitation areas in IMERG precipitation
images are not detected by PrecipGradeNet, indicating that PrecipGradeNet may not be
accurate in capturing light precipitation features in a very small spatial area, but in general,
PrecipGradeNet still has a certain degree of accuracy. Table 7 lists the error indices or error
parameters in the validation periods. The trained PrecipGradeNet has an RMSE of 0.34 and
a POD of 0.79, which has been able to retrieve the precipitation rate with some accuracy.
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Table 6. Description of the indicators. TT represents the pixel number of true positive, TF represents
the pixel number of false positive, FF represents the pixel number of true negative, FT represents the
pixel number of detection failure; yi is the truth, and ŷi is the estimation. “Optimum” indicates the
best value for the indicators.

Indicators Definition Optimum

POD TT
TT + FT

1

FAR TF
TT + TF

0

CSI TT
TT + TF + FT

1

HSS 2
TT ∗ FF− TF ∗ FT

[(TT + FT) ∗ (FT + FF) + (TT + TF) ∗ (TF + FF)]
1

RMSE 1
N

N

∑
i=1

√
(ŷi − yi)

2 0

CC
1
N ∑N

i=1
(
ŷi − ŷ

)
(yi − y)

Sŷ·Sy
1
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Figure 5. Comparison between IMERG precipitation data and PrecipGradeNet output during valida-
tion period. (a) precipitation of IMERG. (b) precipitation output by PrecipGradeNet.

Table 7. Indexes between PrecipGradeNet estimation and IMERG in validation results of model
training during 3 July 2021 to 11 July 2021, total 1,534,798 pixels.

POD FAR CSI HSS RMSE CC

0.79 0.35 0.56 0.64 0.34 0.65

5. Evaluation and Application

In this paper, the performance of PrecipGradeNet was evaluated by validation sets
during the training process and deciding when to stop the model training based on the
results. After the model training was completed, the retrieval of PrecipGradeNet was
evaluated with IMERG data by comparison to FY-4A L2 QPE data in August–October 2021.
The FY-4A L1 FDI data from August–October 2021, which was used as the data of the
comparison period, had a total of 838 images after excluding the data with more than 90%
weight of null data, and totally 3,370,943 pixels. The metrics for the comparative evaluation
of application effects were the same as those for the validation phase.
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5.1. Quantitative Accuracy Evaluation
5.1.1. Falling Area Recognition

The comparison of the detection effect of PrecipGradeNet and FY-4A QPE products on
precipitation area is shown in Table 8. The POD performance of PrecipGradeNet in falling
area recognition has nearly 50% improvement compared with FY-4A QPE product, while
the FAR has decreased by about 30%. The CSI and HSS metrics in falling area recognition,
which comprehensively evaluate the overall effectiveness, improved by 21% and 14%,
respectively. The results indicate the superiority of PrecipGradeNet in precipitation area
identification.

Table 8. Comparison of the effect of the PrecipGradeNet and FY-4A L2 QPE for falling area recognition
during the evaluation period of 4 August 2021 to 7 October 2021, total 3,370,943 pixels.

POD FAR CSI HSS

PrecipGradeNet 0.58 0.43 0.4 0.47
FY-4A L2 QPE 0.39 0.33 0.33 0.41
Improve Rate 48.72% −30.30% 21.21% 14.63%

5.1.2. Intensity Intervals Classification

The common precipitation intensity interval criteria classify precipitation intensity
into three categories, as shown in Table 2. We segmented precipitation estimated by
PrecipGradeNet, FY-4A L2 QPE, and IMERG precipitation into three precipitation intensity
intervals according to the criteria in Table 2 and compared the indexes for the different
intervals. A comparison of the detection effects of PrecipGradeNet QPE and FY-4A L2
QPE on precipitation intervals classification is shown in Table 9. The detection accuracy of
PrecipGradeNet is higher than that of FY-4A L2 QPE for light precipitation as the majority,
with POD improved by 114%, FAR roughly equal, and CSI and HSS improved by 64% and
52%, respectively. Compared with the FY-4A L2 QPE product, PrecipGradeNet has higher
POD and lower FAR for medium precipitation with higher detection capability. In contrast,
both POD and FAR of FY-4A L2 QPE for heavy precipitation are higher, which was caused
by its overflow in judging the area of heavy precipitation.

Table 9. Summary of the PrecipGradeNet and FY-4A L2 QPE detection performance for different
precipitation intensity intervals during the evaluation period of 4 August 2021 to 7 October 2021,
total 3,370,943 pixels.

PrecipGradeNet FY-4A L2 QPE

POD FAR CSI HSS POD FAR CSI HSS

No rain 0.89 0.10 0.81 0.47 0.95 0.13 0.83 0.41
Light rain 0.45 0.57 0.28 0.32 0.21 0.54 0.17 0.21

Moderate rain 0.28 0.73 0.16 0.26 0.24 0.79 0.13 0.20
Heavy rain 0.12 0.78 0.09 0.15 0.37 0.81 0.14 0.25

Considering that the pixel share of heavy precipitation is relatively small, the point-to-
point detection accuracy is influenced by the location, and especially the heavy precipitation
with fewer pixels is influenced by the location more than the intensity. A comparison of the
effect of extending the detection accuracy to one precipitation intensity interval is shown in
Table 10. In this statistic, the discrimination error of the precipitation interval is considered
to be correct within 1 precipitation intensity interval, where no precipitation and light
precipitation are mutually exclusive.
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Table 10. Summary of the PrecipGradeNet and FY-4A L2 QPE detection performance for different
precipitation intensity intervals during the evaluation period of 4 August 2021 to 7 October 2021,
total 3,370,943 pixels. (Error within one precipitation intensity interval).

PrecipGradeNet FY-4A L2 QPE

POD FAR CSI HSS POD FAR CSI HSS

No rain 0.89 0.10 0.81 0.47 0.95 0.13 0.83 0.41
Light rain 0.56 0.47 0.37 0.44 0.32 0.39 0.27 0.34

Moderate rain 0.58 0.43 0.40 0.47 0.39 0.33 0.33 0.41
Heavy rain 0.37 0.61 0.24 0.36 0.45 0.66 0.24 0.37

As shown in Table 10, after extending one precipitation intensity interval, the CSI and
HSS of the two models are roughly equal in the heavy precipitation interval, while the
light and moderate precipitation detection ability of PrecipGradeNet is still higher than
that of FY-4A L2 QPE. This indicates that PrecipGradeNet has probed the approximate
geographical range of strong precipitation. PrecipGradeNet has a low POD value for heavy
precipitation due to the low coverage of heavy precipitation and the high influence of
location, which we will give an in-depth analysis in the next subsection.

5.1.3. Precipitation Intensity

Table 11 provides the quantitative precipitation retrieval performance of Precip-
GradeNet versus FY-4A L2 QPE. Compared with the FY-4A L2 QPE product, Precip-
GradeNet improved over FY-4A L2 QPE in all metrics of precipitation intensity accuracy,
with an RMSE of 1.91 mm/h, 16% lower than FY-4A L2 QPE, and a CC of 0.38, 15% better
than FY-4A L2 QPE. This indicates that PrecipGradeNet is better than FY-4A L2 QPE in
terms of both absolute difference in quantity and linear correlation, demonstrating the
superior performance of PrecipGradeNet in quantitative precipitation retrieval.

Table 11. Comparison of the precipitation intensity accuracy of the PrecipGradeNet and FY-4A
L2 QPE.

PrecipGradeNet FY-4A L2 QPE Improvement Rate

RMSE 1.91 2.27 15.86%
CC 0.38 0.33 15.15%

Figure 6 shows the heat map between the results of PrecipGradeNet retrieval, FY-
4A L2 QPE products and IMERG. Two forms of heat maps are used with general linear
coordinates and logarithmic coordinates, which can better observe the relative errors. The
precipitation intensity interval of Figure 6a,c is 0.5 mm/h, and Figure 6b,d have a total
of 150 pixels in each X/Y axis. Figure 6a,c is in linear coordinates and Figure 6b,d is in
logarithmic coordinates. Figure 6b,d shows that most of the precipitation is distributed
between 0–10 mm, with the most concentrated area in the range of 1–5 mm. Figure 6b shows
that there are some pixels in the interval of 10–15 mm/h for IMERG and 0–5 mm/h for
PrecipGradeNet, which indicates some underestimation of PrecipGradeNet in the medium
precipitation interval. Figure 6c shows that most of the precipitation pixels of FY-4A L2
QPE and IMERG are distributed in the interval of IMERG <10 mm/h and FY-4A L2 QPE
<15 mm/h. This shows that the precipitation of FY-4A L2 QPE tends to shift toward the
heavy precipitation, and we find that the FY-4A L2 QPE has many pixels on the 20-mm
dividing line. As compared to Figure 6a, the PrecipGradeNet does not show a shift toward
light precipitation [26] or a shift toward heavy precipitation. The overall performance
tests demonstrated the ability of PrecipGradeNet to more accurately and unbiasedly fit
precipitation quantitatively.
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Figure 6. Relationship between PrecipGradeNet precipitation, FY-4A QPE and IMERG precipitation
during the test period (from 4 August 2021 to 7 October 2021), with linear axis and logarithmic
axis. (a) Histogram between precipitation from PrecipGradeNet and IMERG; (b) histogram between
precipitation from PrecipGradeNet and IMERG in logarithmic scale; (c) histogram between precipita-
tion from FY-4A L2 QPE and IMERG; (d) histogram between precipitation from FY-4A L2 QPE and
IMERG in logarithmic scale.)

Figure 7 shows the maps of RMSE and CC variation with spatial location between
PrecipGradeNet prediction results, FY-4A QPE, and IMERG. As shown by the comparison
of Figure 7a,b, the RMSE of PrecipGradeNet prediction with IMERG is lower than the RMSE
of FY-4A L2 QPE in most regions. In addition, the RMSEs of both PrecipGradeNet and
FY-4A L2 QPE show a higher RMSE on ocean than on land, suggesting that the precipitation
characteristics on ocean may be different from those on land. Comparison of Figure 7c,d
shows that the high value of CC (green) of PrecipGradeNet prediction results compared
with FY-4A L2 QPE pattern is more dispersed, with a wider distribution over land and
lower only in coastal offshore areas, while the part with low CC (blue) is less, and the
overall effect is steadily maintained at a medium-high level. The partial image comparison
of CC from Figure 7f shows that FY-4A L2 QPE has more CC < 0 (white) areas in this region,
which means that the retrieval results are negatively correlated with the true value, and it
is relatively rare in the PrecipGradeNet results. In summary, compared with the FY-4A L2
QPE product, the RMSE of PrecipGradeNet improves throughout the land and sea regions,
while the CC is significantly improved in the land region and avoids most of the negative
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correlations at sea. The overall performance shows that PrecipGradeNet is able to estimate
precipitation more accurately in quantitative terms compared to FY-4A L2 QPE.
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Figure 7. The Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and Pearson correlation coefficient (CC) map for the
FY-4A L2 QPE and PrecipGradeNet during the test period (from 4 August 2021 to 7 October 2021).
(a) RMSE between the prediction of PrecipGradeNet and IMERG. (b) RMSE between the FY-4A L2
QPE and IMERG. (c) CC between the prediction of PrecipGradeNet and IMERG. (d) CC between the
FY-4A L2 QPE and IMERG (e) part of (c) at 20◦N–24◦N, 106◦E–125◦E. (f) part of (d) at 20◦N–24◦N,
106◦E–125◦E.

The quantitative accuracy indicators of precipitation retrieval, RMSE and CC, and the
classification indicators, POD and FAR, are all point-to-point intensity comparisons. Apart
from intensity, they are also related to the spatial relationship between precipitation areas.
Especially in the heavy precipitation area covering a small region, the accuracy of the spatial
location of the precipitation area often has a greater impact on the RMSE metrics than
the difference in precipitation intensity. In the most extreme case, the heavy precipitation
intensity is accurate while the spatial location has a slight difference, which can have
a doubled negative impact on the RMSE. In some cases, the RMSE indicator of heavy
precipitation features detected is worse than that of no heavy precipitation detected, which
suggests that more indicators are needed to evaluate the quantitative effect of precipitation
retrieval in this paper. The frequency distribution map of precipitation intensity can
reflect the frequency distribution of different precipitation intensities in different models
and products, and this indicator can more accurately reflect the intensity of precipitation
rather than the influence of spatial location and evaluate the effect of strong precipitation
more accurately.
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Figure 8 reflects the intensity frequency distribution of PrecipGradeNet retrieval
precipitation, FY-4A QPE product precipitation, and IMERG precipitation in different
intensity intervals. Figure 8a has a total of 200 binaries, and Figure 8b–e have 100 binaries
each. Figure 8a shows that there is a spike at 20 mm/h in the FY-4A L2 QPE product, which
indicates that there is overflow in the detection of heavy precipitation by the FY-4A L2
QPE. Figure 8a,b shows that there are more missing cases in the discrimination of the light
precipitation by FY-4A L2 QPE, while this does not happen in PrecipGradeNet. Figure 8c
shows that the number of pixels discerned by PrecipGradeNet and FY-4A L2 QPE in the
medium precipitation interval is approximately the same, with some underestimate by
PrecipGradeNet and some overestimate by FY-4A L2 QPE. Figure 8d shows that in the
lower part of the high precipitation, PrecipGradeNet is a bit underestimated and FY-4A L2
QPE is a bit overestimated. Figure 8e shows that the number of heavy precipitation pixels
retrieved by PrecipGradeNet is closer to that of IMERG.
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Figure 8. Line graph of precipitation intensity frequency distribution of 3 kinds of QPE by different
scales during the test period (from 4 August 2021 to 7 October 2021). (a) Line graph of precipitation
all between 0–30 mm/h. (b) Line graph of precipitation between 1–5 mm/h. (c) Line graph of
precipitation between 5–10 mm/h. (d) Line graph of precipitation between 10–19 mm/h. (e) Line
graph of precipitation between 21–30 mm/h.
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5.2. Case Study

As mentioned in various studies on IR bright-temperature retrieval of precipitation,
different experimental procedures of schemes for infrared brightness temperature precip-
itation retrieval have encountered varying degrees of underestimation of precipitation
under very heavy precipitation [10,19,25] and overflow of heavy precipitation determina-
tion [14,15], as well as missing [26] or overestimation [27] of light precipitation. In order
to demonstrate the performance of the PrecipGradeNet for light precipitation and very
heavy precipitation, data containing only light precipitation in the application dataset
were selected for analysis. As a supplement, a case with a large area of light precipita-
tion and a case with a small area of heavy precipitation were selected to demonstrate the
application effect.

5.2.1. Light Precipitation

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of PrecipGradeNet for light precipitation, the
data with the maximum precipitation rate of IMERG exceeding 8 mm/h in the dataset
were excluded; only those with medium and low precipitation were retained. The pixels
judged as precipitation rate >8 mm/h in these data by PrecipGradeNet and FY-4A L2 QPE
were treated as 8 mm/h. Figure 9 shows the frequency distribution curves of precipitation
rate obtained using the light precipitation dataset. Figure 9a shows that FY-4A L2 QPE
still has a large number of cases where precipitation is judged as heavy precipitation in the
light precipitation cases, while this phenomenon is significantly less in PrecipGradeNet.
This shows a strong tendency of FY-4A L2 QPE to overestimate precipitation in light
precipitation cases. Figure 9b,c shows no significant difference in the frequency distribution
of the precipitation rate between PrecipGradeNet, FY-4A L2 QPE, and IMERG in the light
precipitation interval.
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Figure 9. Line graph of precipitation intensity frequency distribution of 3 kinds of QPE in low
precipitation dataset by different scales during the test period (from 4 August 2021 to 7 October 2021).
(a) Line graph of precipitation all between 0–30 mm/h. (b) Line graph of precipitation between
1–5 mm/h. (c) Line graph of precipitation between 5–10 mm/h.
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Table 12 shows the comparison of light precipitation retrieval using a light precipitation
dataset with a complete precipitation dataset. The application effect of both PrecipGradeNet
and FY-4A L2 QPE in the simply light precipitation dataset decreases compared with the
complete precipitation dataset, while PrecipGradeNet has 111% higher POD, 22% worse
FAR, 60% higher CSI, and 43% higher HSS than FY-4A L2 QPE in the simply light precipita-
tion process. The overall retrieval of PrecipGradeNet for light precipitation processes is still
better than that of FY-4A L2 QPE, while the retrieval of the dataset without strong precipi-
tation processes is lower than that of the complete dataset, reflecting that PrecipGradeNet
has better retrieval for convective precipitation (which usually has strong precipitation
areas) than stratified precipitation (which usually does not have strong precipitation areas).

Table 12. Summary of the PrecipGradeNet and FY-4A L2 QPE detection performance of light rain in
light rain dataset and full dataset.

PrecipGradeNet FY-4A L2 QPE

POD FAR CSI HSS POD FAR CSI HSS

Light rain–light rain dataset 0.38 0.6 0.24 0.33 0.18 0.49 0.15 0.23
Light rain–full dataset 0.45 0.57 0.28 0.32 0.21 0.54 0.17 0.21

Figure 10 is a comparative display of the precipitation retrieval for a large area of
light precipitation, and the data was acquired on 2022-05-02T13:00:00 UTC. From the
comparison of Figure 10b,d, it shows that PrecipGradeNet has higher accuracy in discerning
light precipitation over a large area, and the coverage is basically the same; however, the
precipitation estimated by PrecipGradeNet under light precipitation conditions is lower
than that of IMERG. From Figure 10a,c, although the coverage varies, relatively strong
features in the light precipitation area could also be captured by the semantic segmentation
network. This feature was retained in the result, making the detection performance of
PrecipGradeNet for light precipitation higher. However, at the same time, similar to the
results we obtained in Figure 5, PrecipGradeNet has some degree of underestimation in
the medium precipitation interval. From Figure 10d,f, we can see that the recognition rate
of FY-4A L2 QPE for large-scale light precipitation is lower than that of PrecipGradeNet,
and the recognition range for large-scale light precipitation is smaller, with many missing
cases. This indicates that PrecipGradeNet is better than FY-4A L2 QPE in retrieving light
precipitation over a large area. From Figure 10h,i, we can see that the difference between
precipitation predicted by PrecipGradeNet and IMERG precipitation is smaller than that
between FY-4A L2 QPE and IMERG precipitation. This indicates that the precipitation
predicted by PrecipGradeNet is closer to the precipitation characteristics obtained by
PMW data.

5.2.2. Heavy Precipitation

Figure 11 shows the comparison of different QPEs for an individual case of heavy
local precipitation, acquired on 2021-09-19T02:45:00 UTC. In this case, the maximum
precipitation rate of IMERG is 27.3 mm/h, and the center of heavy precipitation is near
110◦E, 30◦N. Figure 11b,d shows that PrecipGradeNet is more accurate in locating the center
of heavy precipitation as compared to IMERG. Figure 11e,f shows that although FY-4A
L2 QPE detected heavy precipitation, it could not accurately locate the center of heavy
precipitation. There was a serious overflow phenomenon for the determination of heavy
precipitation, and some areas that have no high precipitation intensity were determined as
heavy precipitation areas, which is similar to the feature pattern in feature 8, as Figure 11g
shows, indicating that the FY-4A L2 QPE only detects shallow features in the IR, which is
less accurate than PrecipGradeNet in terms of feature accuracy. From Figure 11h, it can be
seen that there is a dark blue (predicted precipitation < IMERG precipitation) area next to
the dark red (predicted precipitation > IMERG precipitation) area in the center of heavy
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precipitation (110◦E, 30◦N). Figure 11b,d showed that the precipitation intensity at the
center of heavy precipitation judged by PrecipGradeNet is very little different from the
IMERG precipitation: there is only a slight difference in the location of the judged center of
heavy precipitation as compared to IMERG, which causes an unexpected decrease in RMSE
in Section 5.1.3. Therefore, the frequency distribution graph is used to supplement the
evaluation of the high precipitation performance of PrecipGradeNet in Figure 8. Figure 11i
shows that FY-4A L2 QPE has a significant tendency to overestimate the intensity and spatial
extent of high precipitation, which does not appear in the retrieval results of Figure 11h
by PrecipGradeNet as compared to IMERG. This indicates that PrecipGradeNet is more
accurate than FY-4A L2 QPE in determining the spatial extent, location, and intensity of
high-intensity precipitation.
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Figure 10. Comparison of precipitation grade and precipitation of IMERG, retrieval model, and
FY-4A L2 QPE during 2022-05-02T13:00:00 UTC ((a) precipitation grade of IMERG; (b) precipitation
of IMERG; (c) grade predicted by segment model of PrecipGradeNet; (d) precipitation predicted by
PrecipGradeNet; (e) precipitation grade of FY-4A L2 QPE; (f) precipitation of FY-4A L2 QPE; (g) the
feature 8 brightness temperature different; (h) precipitation difference between PrecipGradeNet
estimation and IMERG; (i) precipitation difference between FY-4A L2 QPE and IMERG).
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Figure 11. Comparison of precipitation grade and precipitation of IMERG, PrecipGradeNet, and
FY-4A L2 QPE during 2021-09-19T02:45:00 UTC ((a) precipitation grade of IMERG; (b) precipitation
of IMERG; (c) grade predicted by segment model of PrecipGradeNet; (d) precipitation predicted by
PrecipGradeNet; (e) precipitation grade of FY-4A L2 QPE; (f) precipitation of FY-4A L2 QPE; (g) the
feature 8 brightness temperature different; (h) precipitation difference between PrecipGradeNet
estimation and IMERG; (i) precipitation difference between FY-4A L2 QPE and IMERG).

6. Conclusions

This study proposes a new research method to retrieve the precipitation from optical
images for precipitation data in the tropical and subtropical monsoon region of southeastern
China with an uneven distribution of intensity amounts. A Res-UNet based DL network
called PrecipGradeNet is designed in the geostationary satellite infrared precipitation
retrieval algorithm. The algorithm uses a two-step method to segment the precipitation
rate and then regresses the precipitation rate quantitatively. By accurately segmenting the
precipitation rate grade, it can effectively improve the phenomenon of heavy precipitation
overflow and underestimation and more accurately determine the light precipitation areas
as compared to IMERG PMW data.

In this paper, the retrieval of PrecipGradeNet is evaluated using the FY-4A L1 FDI, FY-
4A L2 QPE, and IMERG data of the same period in August–October 2021 in three aspects,
included precipitation fall area identification, precipitation intensity interval discrimination,
and precipitation quantification accuracy, and with a focus on the two extreme cases of
light and heavy precipitation. The results show that (1) PrecipGradeNet outperforms
FY-4A L2 QPE in identifying precipitation fallout areas, with a 48% increase in POD, a
21% increase in CSI, and a 14% increase in HSS; (2) PrecipGradeNet improves POD by
114%, CSI and HSS by 64% and 52%, respectively, for light precipitation compared to FY-4A
L2 QPE; (3) The CSI and HSS of PrecipGradeNet for strong precipitation are the same as
those of FY-4A L2 QPE, but PrecipGradeNet has no overflow for heavy precipitation, and
the intensity distribution is closer to IMERG in the region of high intensity precipitation
above 20 mm; (4) the quantitative performance indexes RMSE and CC of PrecipGradeNet
are 16% and 15% higher than those of FY-4A L2 QPE. The accuracy of PrecipGradeNet is
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higher than that of FY-4A L2 QPE in both large area of light precipitation and small area of
heavy precipitation.

Compared with the traditional ML method for retrieving QPEs [39], PrecipGradeNet
maintains the sensitivity of discrimination for light precipitation while accurately detecting
areas of heavy precipitation due to the inclusion of semantic segmentation of different
precipitation grades in the retrieval process. Experiments show that PrecipGradeNet has
superior performance in both low and extreme high precipitation conditions.

In the future, we can extend this algorithm to a global scale and train PrecipGradeNet
on a rolling loop for different months of data to obtain the best performance. We can also
introduce data on land–sea relationships or topography to make the model applicable
to complex land–sea relationships and topography and introduce more advanced DL
models to improve the performance of PrecipGradeNet in order to make the model a
practical product.
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